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Tle finite-temperature static properties of the spin S 1 antiferromag-

netic Heisenberg chains are extensively simulated using the quantum transfer
matrix method. The zero-field susceptibility and specific heat as well as the
field-dependent magnetization data are evaluated to select the microscopic
parameters of a number of real quasi-one-dimensional compounds and to
verify some theoretical approaches.

PACS numbers: 64.60.-i, 75.10.Hk, 75.40.Mg

Antiferromagnetic quantum spin chains have attracted a lot of theoreti-
cal and experimental interest since Haldane conjecture about the difference be-
tween the ground state of integer and half-integer spins. The representative phys-
ical realization of the one-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnetic (1D HAF) is
Nit+ (S = 1) compound Νi(C 2 H8Ν2 ) 2 NO2ClO4 , abbreviated as NENP [1], dis-
playing no magnetic long-range order down to very low temperatures. Over the
years, other real spin chains with varying anisotropies have been synthesised and
measurements of susceptibility, the fleld-dependent magnetization, ESR and NMR
have been performed.

The aim of this report is the verification of some theoretical results and
the values of the microscopic parameters selected earlier from different fitting
procedures, using reliable numerical simulations based on the unique quantum
transfer matrix technique (QTM).

In the presence of the external fleld, the 1D HAF chains considered here are
described by the S = 1 Hamiltonian

where J (> 0) denotes the antiferromagnetic interaction constant, D stands for
the anisotropy parameter, B is the external magnetic field which can be applied
along the chain ( = z) or in the perpendicular direction ( = x) and g is the
corresponding gyromagnetic ratio.
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A number of simulation techniques have been applied to 1D ^IAr chains.
Herein the variant of the quantum transfer-matrix approach proposed by Delica
et al. [2] has been adapted and we follow the notation introduced therein. The ad-
vantages of the present transfer matrix technique are diverse: no statistical errors,
the real-space decomposition scheme, the reduction of the amount of the degrees
of freedom and a collapse of all the states under the trace operation.

The following results might be interesting from the experimental point of
view. In Fig. 1 our susceptibility data in the sotropic llmit are given and com-
pared with the measurements on TMNIN ((C^{3)4ΝΝi(NO2)3)) [3] and AgVP2S6
[4] viewed as isotropic compounds. We have also derived the Chebyshev poly-
nomial fitting of our susceptibility data in the entire temperature region. The
corresponding high temperature expansion of Weng (e.g. [5]) is usually referred
to in the interpretation of the susceptibility measurements. Our results (Fig. 1)
coincide with those of Weng in the high temperature limit and provide a curve
applicable down to lower temperatures.

We performed extensive calculations in the interval of parameters appropri-
ate for NENP. From our simulations we lave found the best overall fit for the
following parameters:

Tle results for NENP are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3, where we display the
susceptibility as well as the low-field magnetization data both calculated here and
measured experimentally.

Our simulations have some theoretical consequences, too. Firstly, we report
our test of the theoretical findings of Regnault et al. [6] in a boson and fermion ap-
proximation. We have revealed discrepancies in the behaviour of both susceptibil-
ity and specific heat. Secondly, we consider the strong anisotropy limit, to test the
strong coupling approach and a choice of parameters for NENC
(Νi(C2H8N2)2Ni(CΝ)4) [7]. In this case our results are consistent with those com-
ing from the analytical approach.
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An account of the simulation results for the ferromagnetic compound CsNiF3
has been published elsewhere [8].

This work was supported in part by the Committee for Scientific Research
under the grant No. 2 P302 116 06. The numerical calculations were carried out
in the Supercomputing and Networking Center in Ρoznań.
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